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Chapter 1701 Get up, girls

Originally, Wiliam had asked Liu Lang if he wanted to pick up his harem.

But Liu Lang seems to be very busy recently, doing a big thing, and said that he
would pick up a few of them after a while.

Wiliam was in no hurry.

As for Gu Xinyu’s words, Lin Jiang was still in retreat, and Gu Xinyu wanted to
stay with the sisters for a while, so he stayed.

A group of people with nearly two hundred numbers just swaggered towards the
red and thin tall buildings.

When they arrived at the red and thin high-rise building, the sect was already
wide open, welcoming their arrival.

Standing at the door was Su Hongxiu in red.

Because today is still a relatively formal occasion, Su Hongxiu is still well-dressed,
and it is not as bewitching as before.

Su Hongxiu’s eyes fell on the innocent and pleasant Bai Fengxue beside Wiliam,
and his eyes were full of interest.

“Wiliam, you have come.” Su Hongxiu said with a smile.

“Trouble Sect Master Su, there are a lot of people.” Wiliam smiled back.

“Come ahead and talk about it.” Su Hongxiu made a gesture of invitation,
signaling everyone to enter the door.

After a group of people entered the door, someone immediately took them to
the side to rest in an orderly manner, and by the way, they visited the red and
thin high-rise buildings.

Bai Fengxue and other core figures followed Wiliam to the discussion hall of the
red and thin high-rise building.

The high-level staff of the red and thin high-rise buildings have all been waiting
here.



Wiliam saw the former vice sect master again, who seemed to be called Sun
Qinger.

Sun Qinger still looked at Wiliam with a hostile expression, and even the hostility
had spread to the women behind Wiliam.

“Sit down first, come and watch the tea.” Su Hongxiu ordered the servants to
watch the tea.

A group of people sat down, first politely, and finally got to the point.

“Wiliam, you really intend to put these nearly two hundred people on my side,
you can think about it, putting them here is equivalent to entering the door of
my red and thin high-rise building. If there is a conflict between them, they have
to protect me first.” Su Hongxiu said to Wiliam jokingly.

Wiliam nodded and said with a smile, “That’s natural.”

This is what Wiliam asked for everyone’s opinions before.

There is nothing in itself to join the red and thin high-rise buildings.

As for the conflict between Wiliam and Su Hongxiu?

Afraid it’s impossible?

And even if it is possible, is it possible that Wiliam’s confidant will turn to Su
Hongxiu?

What are you kidding…

Anyway, if you agree first, you won’t suffer.

“Hmph, so many people have been brought into our red and thin high-rise
buildings at once. Do you think we are an asylum? We are the dignified ninth
sect!” Sun Qing’er was the first to object.

This time, Su Hongxiu seemed to no longer favor Wiliam, and didn’t say anything.

Her eyes were still full of jokes.

Seems happy to see this.

Seeing Su Hongxiu’s eyes, Wiliam instantly understood something.

After all, Sun Qinger is the deputy suzerain, and her words have a certain weight.



If Sun Qing’er is not settled today, but Sun Qing’er’s opinions are suppressed by
brutal means, then this group of women will not have a good life in the red and
thin high-rise buildings in the future.
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Moreover, it is estimated that Sun Qinger was not the only one who had an
opinion at the scene.

Sun Qing’er was just a stunned young man, she was the first to jump out.

It is the most correct way to convince Sun Qinger, knock the mountain and shake
the tiger instantly, and make everyone dare not underestimate this group of
people on their side.

“Vice Sect Master Sun, what does this mean? Do you look down on us? They are
all women, do you think you are the only one?” Wiliam deliberately kept a
rhythm.

Sun Qinger immediately fell into the pit, and she looked at Wiliam with a proud
face, “Hoho, a group of people who came from the world of red dust and wanted
to hug their thighs, and how dare they say that they are not powerful? Among
these people, your strength is the only one. It’s relatively strong, and it’s not an
exaggeration to say that they are your vassals.”

Wiliam shook his head and said, “You can’t say that. What did you say before
about your rules for accepting disciples?”

Sun Qinger replied immediately: “We have very strict restrictions on recruiting
people in the red and thin high-rise buildings. First of all, we don’t recruit men,
and then even if we recruit women, they must have outstanding looks and good
conduct. Finally, of course, this woman must have certain skills. Martial arts
foundation or martial arts talent. These three conditions are indispensable.”

Exactly the same as the previous statement.

“Okay, these three conditions, let’s go one by one. Since Sun Qinger is the
suzerain of the red and thin high-rise building, he must also be one of the signs of
the red and thin high-rise building, why not take you as a benchmark?” Wiliam
said with a smile.

Benchmark?

The people at the scene were stunned for a moment, and then they thought this
kid was crazy.



Since Sun Qing’er was already the deputy suzerain, she must be the
highest-ranking person in the red, thin, and tall buildings.

But in this kid’s mouth, it became the benchmark?

The lowest standard?

“Hoho, good! Good! Good! I want to see what you want to say!” Sun Qinger was
so angry with Wiliam that she couldn’t help sneering.

Wiliam stood up and said, “First of all, the first rule is to accept women and not
men. All the people I brought here are women. I can’t refute this, right? Does it
meet the first condition?”

Sun Qing’er nodded and said naturally, “That’s for sure.”

“Okay, then let’s look at the second condition, outstanding appearance and good
character. Let’s talk about good character first. These women present are
kind-hearted, and you may not believe it when you say it. But you are so arrogant,
domineering and careful. Even if you can be the deputy suzerain, there is nothing
wrong with me women, right?” Wiliam opened his mouth and started talking
nonsense.

“You fart! Where am I!” Sun Qing’er blushed.

“Okay, Sun Qinger, there is no quantitative indicator of good character. It can
only be seen after getting along slowly in the future. Moreover, I believe that
Wiliam’s character will not be too bad for the people he makes friends with. So
let’s put aside the point of good character.” Su Hongxiu stood up and said.

The people at the scene nodded one after another, which is indeed not easy to
measure at once.

“Okay.” Sun Qing’er also knew that she couldn’t get anything good on this point,
so she agreed as a bachelor.

Wiliam looked at Sun Qinger with a smile, then turned around and said, “Ladies,
get up.”

Bai Fengxue, He Tiantian, Sister Qing and others all stood up.

Everyone didn’t know what Wiliam was going to do, and all looked at Wiliam.

Wiliam, on the other hand, was still looking at Sun Qinger, and a playful arc was
drawn at the corner of his mouth, “Then let’s look at the outstanding
appearance.”

“Deputy Sect Master Sun, since you are the benchmark, then you should use your
appearance as the benchmark. Come, come and observe the past one by one. Of
the women present, which of the women is no match for you. As long as you can



find a comparison You are ugly, I, Wiliam, will kneel down and kowtow to you on
the spot to admit your mistake.”
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